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1. Introduction. Let r be a positive integer and F a field of characteristic
zero containing the r-th roots of unity. As in [1] we say that a single-valued
function f(n) is (r, F) arithmetic, or simply arithmetic, if for every rational
integer a, f(a) F and f(a) f(a’) if a a’ (rood r). We defined the Cauchy
product h of two functions f, g by the relation

(1.1) h(n) f g f(a)g(b) (0 <_ n r),
(modr)

where a nd b rnge over residue system (mod r) such that n --- a + b (mod r).
It ws shown that the set of ll (r, F) rithmetic functions, under the operations
of function ddition nd Cauchy multiplication, forms commutative semisimple
algebr r(F) which is the direct sum of r fields each isomorphic with F
[1; Theorem 2].
Prticulr ttention in [1] ws pid to the function

(1.2) c(n, r) _, e(xn, r),
(x,r) 1
0<x<r

where the summation is over reduced residue system (mod r) and where

(1.3) e(xn, r) ex/’.

The function (1.2) is the familiar Rmnujan sum which is factorable as a
function of r,

(1.4) c(n, rr.) c(n, ri)c(n, r2) if (r r2) 1.

It was shown [1; (3.10)] that the function c is orthogonal under Cauchy multi-
plication. More precisely, if dlr e[r,

(1.5) c.c.= , c(a,d)c(b,e) Irc(n’d)
/

(d--e)

na+b(modr) (0 (d t e).

This result can be interpreted algebraically [1; Theorem 3] to show that the set
of M1 elements ac(n, d), where d rnges over the divisors of r, and a ranges
over F, forms a semisimple sublgebra , with orthogonal basis given by
the elements [1/r]c(n, d).
The Ramanujn sum is but one of a large class of exponential functions
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